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the new hampshire
Senate accepts Planning Committee’s
idea for five-course load for faculty

Lam bert and Leocha f a c e - o f f in
student body president election

by David Whall
Contributing Editor

by Bob Ward
Staff Reporter

The University Senate haggled
yesterday over faculty teaching
loads, but when seeing that the
six o’clock dinner hour had ar
rived, it promptly stopped all de
bate and voted to accept the
Academic Planning Committee’s
recommended five course load
pt;i' r<xcully meiiiUei.
The Planning Committee’s mo
tion calls for the establishment
of a guideline where five cour
ses taught in a 2-3 or 3-2 se
quence would be the annual nor
mal workload for, the Univer
sity faculty.
Academic Vice President Eu
gene Mills, who chairs the Plan
ning Committee, stressed that
this arrangement was a broad
guideline, subject to the inter
pretation of each department and
college. “ Variations may be
necessary because certain cour
ses make certain demands up
on faculty members.’’
Mills pointed out that the APC’s
recommendation differed little
with present workloads. “ Right
now the average course load is
5.2 per faculty member, so I
expect no dramatic change in
the number of courses taught
by individual instructors.’’
Sophomore William Mulvey
complained that the APC’s re
commendation did nothing to releive student difficulties in ob
taining certain courses. “ I see
this thing as a blanket of the
real issue which is that you
are not going to be offering
any more courses.
“ The students see professors
take only one or two courses
and get extra money by teaching
at night. The departments have
let them do this, and with this
motion nothing is changed. The

students will still be paying for
professors who are in their of
fices and not in their class
rooms,’’
Graduate student Stephen Ken
ton agreed with Mulvey and ar
gued that further debate was
pointless. “ I think there is very
little need to talk about this pro
posal because it has so many
looDholes. Evervthine is left,
up to each department which isn’t
much.’’
In response to Kenton and Mul
vey, Mills said it would be too
difficult to set up a specific pro
cedure of assigning course loads
to the University faculty. “ The
committee does not want ,to force
upon the faculty some rigid pro
gram. The 3-2 system would be
helpful in clarifying problems
arising over workloads.
“ If we are ever going to make
further decisions on staff size
and course loads we have to start
somewhere. This proposal can
act as a base for future policy.
It is not the hollow gesture some
think it is.’’
Graduate Dean Trevor Colbourn supported Mills’ con
tentions for department autonomy
and said students should com
plain to the departments if they
were dissatisfied with the num
ber of courses offered.
“ Many students feel there are
faculty who are not earning their
keep. I don’t know how this
problem can be remedied through
guidelines. Maybe there is sub
stance to the concern about dere
liction in some departments, but
we have to take each matter case
by case.’’
Colbourn supported the idea
that it would be too difficult to
rigidly apply the APC’s recom
mendation. “ There is enormous
variation in the expectations of

faculty members. There are
more demands on the faculty
than just teaching and research.
“ To handle problems over
workloads, we are going to need
specific information. We could
easily say we should fully res
pect the guidelines, but that is
like saying we should respect
motherhood.’’
Aftpr hparing' fiirthpr rnmnnpnt
from Mills and Dean of Tech
nology Richard Davis supporting
the APC’s proposed course load,
the Senate finally voted over
whelmingly to accept the com
mittee’s recommendation.
With little debate the Senate
also approved the Planning Com
mittee’s proposal for a system of
evaluating all University courses
and teaching performance. “We
are making every effort we can,’’
said Mills, “ to develop a means
of assessing the quality of teach
ing. I would like to see us form
a council which would develop
a means of evaluation.’’
The Senate passed the motion
as presented by Mills, but add
ed an amendment proposed by
Student Government Secretary
Carolyn Beebe requiring the evaluation program be completed
by May , 1971. “ I would like
to see this put in because the way
things move around here it might
take three years before the job
is done.’’
The Senate also voted on the
recommendation of the Curricula
Committee to liberalize the
pass/fail requirements in the
Occupational Therapy Depart
ment. , The committee said the
large number of prescribed cour
ses in occupational therapy lim
ited the pdss/fail options of all
therapy majors.
Under the new ruling occupa
tional therapy students will be

able to take pass/fail up to four
of the 12 required courses that
do not require a grade of C or
better.
“ This list includes courses
where we need only the mechan
ics like arts 419 and 425,’’ said
senior occupational therapy
major Louise Walbridge, “ but
in such courses we have been
craded not only on our mnr.hanical ability, but on our design
which is something not required
in our profession.’’
Associate History Professor
Douglas Wheeler, chairman of
the Curricula Committee, in
formed the Senate that a sub
committee had been created to
study the present 4-R, 4-R sys
tem and will present its report
next Spring.
The Senate also learned that
the Board of Trustees have ap
proved the Senate’s recent de
cision to abolish curfew hours
for first-semester freshmen wo
men but that the Board had re
quested further study of the Sen
ate resolution guaranteeing Univ
ersity housing to all freshmen.

The campaign for student gov
ernment president and vicepresident came to its muddy con
clusion today as voting began in
the run-off election.
The teams of Larry LambertDan Greenleaf and Charlie
Leocha-Bill Mulvey took the field
change of charges and counter
charges.
Lambert-Greenleaf, in a hand
out distributed at the hockey
game, charged that the potential
power of students at the Univer
sity “ will never be utilized if
Charlie Leocha is elected.’’
The Lambert-Greenleaf pub
lication went on to allege that
Leocha’s “ changes are either un
realistic’ or totally not his.’’
The charges refered to tenure
revision and a proposed exec
utive council respectively.
Leocha’s past experience was
also questioned on grounds ofhis
“ lack of concern for the stu
dents’ welfare’’ and that Leocha
was “ not re-elected from the
same district when he ran for reelection.’’ The second charge
was false and labled as such
by Leocha in a position paper
on Sunday. Leocha had not run
for re-election.
The Sunday position paper
charged Lambert with distortion
S a tu rd a y

and

began

th e ir

ex

and mud slinging. It defended
Leocha’s position on a tenure
review board as “ realistic” and
claimed that no one could claim
singular credit for the idea of
an executive council.
Lambert included a list of his
platform points. Leocha inclu
ded a list of his accomplish
ments, including “ I introduced a
b ill w ith M r . G r e e n l e a f to e x 
tend parietals and allow 24 hours
on weekends.” Mr. Greenleaf
is Lambert’s running mate.
Lambert released another pos
ition paper on Sunday. It lis
ted the planks of his platform
and then, in only slightly guar
ded language, said that if deci
sions of the Board of Trustees
differed from those of the Uni
versity Senate, he would ignore
the dictates of the trustees and
enforce the policy of the Sen
ate. “ I acknowledge the fact
that the University Senate is the
legislative body, not the Board
of Trustees. If an issue is
brought up and passed before
Forum, Caucus and Senate, I
will uphold and carry out the
proposal as passed before the
Senate.”
Monday morning a second Leo
cha position paper appeared,
making only minor changes in
the previous one. Leocha man
aged to misouote Lambert’s first
position paper at one point in

this publication and added the
experience of his running mate
Bill Mulvey as an appendage.
Obvious by its absence was
the reference to cooperation with
Dan Greenleaf.
Both of the Lambert papers
claimed the support of a num
ber of defeated candidates in
cluding Michael Barndollar.
B a rn d o lla r
to ld
th is r e p o r t e r
early Sunday morning that he
didn’t care who won the election.
The Lambert papers also
claimed the support of Tom Thay
er and Dana place, the super
visors of the election. Thayer
claimed this involved “ no ques
tion of ethics,” since he was sup
porting Lambert as committee
coordinator and University Sen
ator, not as supervisor of the
election.
Leocha stressed his experi
ence during the final days of
his campaign.
Lambert pointed out the dif
ference between his philosophy
of government and Leocha’s.
The candidates expected the
election to be decided on these
bases; this was how they cam
paigned. They displayed these
main points and a number of
proposals. They left the stu
dent to solve the problems of how
the goals of each candidate were
to be arrived at should he be
elected.

Planning Committee studying University organization
by Ellen Berry

The Academic Planning Com
mittee of the University Senate
proposed last Jume to make an
intensive study to effectively or
ganize the University. This study
was suggested so that the Univer
sity may carefully scrutinize its
organization to keep abreast with
the changing nature of univer
sities today. The committee re
Out-of-state tuition increased again cognized
that within the past de
cade
the
University has been
budget
before
the
legislature
now,
Out-of-state students will, for
The trustees are responsible
through
a
period of major de
was
tacked
on
by
a
conference
the third year in a row, take for setting the out-of-state fi
velopment.
Its academic-admin
committee of the legislature af istrative arrangement
home a Christmas present of a gure in off-budget years.
must now
tuition increase. No figure has
According to the budget state ter a .dispute over the percen
reviewed to assure that the
yet been released by the trus ment, out-of-state students are tage of out-of-state students ad be
is properly prepared
tees. Their decision is expec paying close to the exact cost mitted to the University. Pres University
to
be
as
effective
as possible.
ted after the first of the year. of their education, as opposed ident John McConnell commented
A
resolution
supporting
the
Two years ago the N.H. State to in-state students, who are pay in the January 14, 1969 issue of Academic Planning Committee’s
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, “ The study of University organiza
legislature, when passing the‘68- ing a fractional amount.
70 University budget, made pro
In-state tuitions, according to 1967 legislature, in a determined tion was unanimously passed
visions for an annual increase Allan Prince, assistant to the effort, tried to reduce the num when the University Senate met
in out-of-state tuition.
president on the University bud ber of out-of-state students from
October 26, 1970. Under con
The increase is based on “ per- get, are not affected by this foot 25% to 15%. We argued vig on
sideration
in this study was “ the
orously
but
we
had
to
appease
capila-operating costs which in note. In-state tuitions have not
structure
of
the University with
clude instructional expenses, ov been changed since an increase them somehow.’’ Th^ footnote particular reference
to the col
was the appeasement and the 25% legiate location and relationships
erhead and bond retirement,’’ac from $630 to $810 in 1969.
cording to a footnore in the 1968
The footnote to the budget, quota remains.
of academic departments, the
An out-of-state senior paid possible
budget.
which expires with the new 1971
of de
$1375 for his first two years, partments, re-assignment
and
the
development
$1575 for his junior year and of newly-named academic units.”
$1775 for his senior year.
Members of the Academic
UNH already has the second Planning
The run-off election for student body president and
Committee as well as
highest out-of-state tuition of
vice president will take place today and tomorrow. YOU
state universities, according to
MAY VOTE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
V o l.6 N o .21
statistics compiled by the Na
All Dining Halls: 11-1 and 4-6 Tuesday, Wednesday
tional
Association
of
State
Un
Union: 10-5, Tuesday, Wednesday
D ec. 8 ,1 9 7 0
iversities and Land Grant Col
Library: 6-10 Tuesday night
leges and the American Associa
You must have a student ID with, a valid sticker in
tion of State Colleges and Uni
D u rh a m , N .H .
order to vote.
versities.

University people were appointed
to several ad hoc committees in
an effort to study every aspect
of University organization.
Central to the issue of organ
ization is the Committee on Uni
versity Organization, headed by
President John McConnell. This
committee will assess the ad
vantages and disadvantages of the
present University organization
as well as examining the pos
sibility of change in the Univer
sity structure.
This committee will also be
responsible for developing a
channel for campus community
opinions and suggestions concer
ning University organization.
Hopefully, by March 1 the com
mittee will prepare a formal re
port of their findings.
Another committee assigned
to study aspects of the organi
zation issue is the Consulting
Committee on Resource and Data.
They will compile a group of pub
lished materials relevant to the
issue of organization, review the
experiments and designs of or
ganization on other campuses,
and collect any background mat
erials needed by the Committee
on University Organization.
The Consulting Committee on
UNH and System Planning Data
will compile background infor
mation concerning organization
al questions. Such matters as
institutional size projections, en
rollment distribution among de
partments and colleges, physi
cal facilities and resource allo

cation will be investigated by the
committee.
The study of the University’s
present organization and pos
sibilities for more effective or
ganization depend not only on the
Academic Planning Committee,
but also on suggestions and ideas
from the entire college commun
ity.
Members of the Academic
Planning Committee are: Kay
Amsden, Jan E. Clee, Trevor
Colbourn, Richard S.Davis, Ilene
T. Gromly, John B.Hraba, Steven
Johnson, Harry A. Keener, David
T. Landrigan, Karen C. Lang,
Charles H. Leighton, CarletonP.
Menge, Eugene S. Mills, Chm.,
Richard L. Mills, Melville Niel
son, Douglas G. Routley, Law
rence W. Slanetz, Matthew S.
Tassey, Russell L. "Yalentine.
Serving on the APC Committee
on University Organization are:
John W. McConnell, Chm., Ar
thur Borror, Wallace A. Bothner,
Allan R. Cohen, Hans Heilbronner, William F. Henry, Robert
Kertzer, Louis H. Klotz, Karen
C. Lang, Pamela Loy, Carleton
P. Menge, Eugene S. Mills, Rich
ard L. Mills, JamesD. Morrison,
Douglas G. Routley, Matthew S.
Tassey, plus one faculty member
still to be selected.
Members of the Consulting
Committee on UNH & Systems
Planning Data are: William H.
brew, Warren H. Held, Wil
liam F. Henry, John B. Hraba,
Charles H. Leighton, Jack R.
Storms, Linda G. Sprague, plus

an undergraduate student still to
be selected.
Members of the Consulting
Committee on Resources & De
signs are : Arthur E. Balderacchi, Gary Gilmore, Frederick
M. Jervis, Fred Liberatore, Ri
chard L. Mills, Lincoln C.
Pierce, M. Daniel Smith, Charles
K. Taft.

Image’71
downed

The residents of the State of
New Hampshire will have to re
main uninformed about the
“ goings on” at UNH.
Image ’71, a new student or
ganization which hopes to change
the image of UNH in the state
asked the Student Caucus for $200
to pay for the printing of a
pamphlet telling about University
services available to the resi
dents of the state.
The Student Caucus met Mon
day evening after the University
Senate meeting. Carolyn Beebe
made the motion that, “ Image
’71 be given $50 to do whatever
they want with it.”
A voice vote was indecisive.
Rick Schumacher asked for a
hand vote and the proposal was
defeated nine to eight.
Image ’71 must now
ialil
next year to see if their budget
request is approved by A.S.O.
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Christmas Eve Candlelight program
is a ^social andhe said,spiritual
evenC
“ inv6lving people who

by Kathy Novack
Staff Reporter

Last spring Thomas Flanders
initiated the Candlelight People
Program, which is a plan for
people all over the country to
stand outside with a candle at
nine p.m. Christmas Eve, in
what Flanders describes as a
“ social and spiritual event.”
Flanders, who is not a stu
dent at UNH, says he is from
“ Cambridge and New York” and
is rumored to be a former mem
ber of the Blues Project. Flan
ders said that over 3,000 col
leges and universities around the
country are being coordinated to
participate in the observance,
and that there are more than
100,000 people currently working
on the program.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE con
tacted the student newspapers at
the University of Vermont, the
University of Massachusetts,
Dartmouth, and Harvard, all of
which reported that they had no
knowledge of any activities of the
Candlelight People on their cam
puses.
Flanders sent engraved invit
ations to participate in the event
to political figures around the
country. He received positive
responses from several gover
nors. He received a letter from
Vice-President Agnew’s office
praising the idea, but saying that
the Vice-President would re
grettably be unable to come to
Durham to attend.
Flanders grinned while rela
ting this. “ I’m going to send
him a letter tomorrow,” he said,
“ saying, ‘It’s happening whereever you are, baby.’ ”
Vice-President Agnew was un
available for comment.
Flanders asserted that there
would be people participating in
the event in every state in the
country. “We estimate that there
may be several thousand from
each state,” he said. “We hope
that everyone who can possibly
participate will do so.”
He explained that the program
is not political in any way. “ It
is definitely a spiritual thing,”

England Center to discuss next
“ The environment has wor
believe that the politics of a year’s world-wide candlelight sened (since Earth Day). We’re
country reflect the spirits of celebration. These representat fighting a losing battle,” said
the people.”
ives could then establish letter Larry Barrett of UNHITE. “ But
“ The world does not at this writing committees at their col that’s off the record,” he added.
time have any time for chaos leges, to “ invite people to join
Despite what Barrett says our
or disunity or dishormony in in a world candlelight of polluted 3;ivironment is very
view of the environmental sit good-will, peace, and harmony much on the record. What isn’t
uation,” Flanders said. “We for December 24, 1971.”
on the record however is what
only have time now to work to
is being done to clean up the
“
I
will
be
working
with
cer
save Earth, and save life. The tain members of the United Na environment.
program is an emergency pro tions on this plan,” Flanders
The environmental outlook at
cedure, a warning system, among said. “ I do not at this time have
UNH may be on the upswing.
other things.”
the complete backing of the Uni
UNHITE, (UNH: Improve the
UNHITE (University of New ted
Nations,
but
I
hope
to
obtain
Environment)
is the ecological
Hampshire Improve the Envir it.”
version of the Old West’s quiet
onment), because of the ecologi
“ I’d like to see this event take
and deadly-type, quiet and ef
cal basis of Flanders’ plan, is hold
and
be
a
very
hopeful
and
fective.
sponsoring a candlelight march
event Christmas Eve,”
UNHITE, a University-based
at 6:30 Wednesday evening to pub joyful
Flanders
said. “We know that organization for the purpose of
licize the Candlelight program, a lot of younger
people will be fighting pollution, has quietly
which will be followed by a meet out there all night,
been organizing and researching
ing in the Memorial Union to they’re so dedicated. because
We’ve
try to win two National Sci
explain the plans for Christmas tried to talk them out of it. to
ence Foundation awards, which
Eve.
help them spread informa
Flanders said he came to Dur They don’t need to do that.” will
tion
about environmental prob
ham to work on plans for the
lems
and ways to correct or
event because he felt if he “ could
prevent them.
get a small community to join
PROBLEM
“ Since September, we have
with me in this event, then there
been
doing basic research on
should be a possibility of people
two
projects
to apply for Nation
in the nation joining together. And
al Science Foundation grants,”
PREGNANCY
?
I’m doing it at a college,” he
Dennis Brown, one of the lead
said, “ because I believe the col
ers of UNHITE, said. UNHITE
lege student is the most impor
plans to put out an Eco-Book
tant person in America today.”
for Household Action and to cre
“ The event was created to give
ate an Eco-Bus.
CALL
Americans the opportunity to
Brown said the basic purpose
consider the need for a much
of
the Eco-Book would be to give
higher degree of neighbor-tothe average household a source
neighbor good-will and unity,”
COOL-AID
of information on questions of
Flanders said, chain-smoking
pollution. It would be intended
Pall Malls. “ People around
for the person who is generally
the country are alienated from
non-political and may not be
868-5600
each other. They’ve got to real
aware of the services available
ize that they are, and they’ve
got to realize that there’s no
time for it.”
“ After this Christmas,” Flan
ders said, “ I plan to go to every
i
country I can and try to convince
world leades that regardless of
differences between nations we
Mien! Contraceptives by mail. Free catalogue. No obligation.
must have peace. And not merely
Write: POPSERVE, Box 1205-PQ, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.
because it would allow more joy
to come into the world, but in
FOR SALE: Sony cassette stereo system. TC 124 CS excellent
order to save our planet.” Flan
condition. Phone 868-2431. Ask for Cyrus.
ders would like to see repres
entatives from colleges all over
Students — Europe for Christmas, Easter or summer?
the country meet at the New
Employment opportunities, charter fiights, discounts. Write

CLASSIFIED ADS

BuUetinboard
Rifle Clubs

Rifle Clubs associated with universities
throughout the country have sent application
forms for participation In both team and
Individual competition. If students are In
terested In forming a team, contact Edward
Haydash, Hewitt Halt (21078).
Soviet Union Discussion

Richard Dumals will speak on his, trip
last summer to Russia, the UkralBe,; and
Armenia tonight at 7:30 In the Fbr^ifeobm
of the Library, Floor C. Slides will be shown.
RHAC

An Important meeting for all RHAC repre
sentatives will take place tonight at 6:30
In the Carroll Room of the Union. Everyone
should attend or have a proxy. Publicity cam
paign and dining hall survey will be discussed.
Music Survey

A dining hall music survey sponsored by
RHAC will be conducted today In the dining
halls. Please fill It out if you have a chance.
Sorority Rush

There will be sorority rush signup for all
women today and tomorrow from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
in all dining halls. Rush fee Is $2.
UNHITE

UNHITE will sponsor workshops on Tues
day, Jan. 5 at 7 p.m. In the Carroll Room of
the Union. The workshops are in prepara
tion for the Environmental Teach-Out to
be held Saturday, Jan. 9.
Young Democrats

Physics For Poets

WANTED
GO-GO
DANCERS
SATURDAYS

cation source,” Brown said.
It will be staffed by four or
five students who arefairlycompetent in the fields of air, water
and solid waste pollution. Brown
explained. There will be infor
mation from other organizations
in the state which are concerned
with ecology. It will incorporate
slide shows and audio-visual ma
terials.
“We will take the bus to high
schools, summer camps, and
state fairs,” said Brown.
Hypocrisy with IC E
He admitted there is some hyp
ocrisy in a group interested in
ecology using one of the prin
cipal causes of air pollution,
the I.C.E (the internal combus
tion engine). “We will try to
get a system to alter the ex
haust system of the bus (to re
duce the exhaust emissions) to
demonstrate what a person can
do about the I.C.E.,” Brown ex
plained.
Once the money is available
for the Eco-Bus, UNHITE,must
then determine a way to keep the
bus in operation, since the grant
would allocate money only for the
bus, not its operation, Brown
said.
“ Up to now we have raised
money by selling buttons, flags,
and decals. We have applied to
the Associated Student Organi
zations for a budget, but we won’t
get any money from them until
next year,” he continued. This,

he admitted, creates a problem
in funding projects.
“ At this time, UNHITE is in
debt between $1500 and $1700,”
Brown said. “We raised about
$7500 from Earth Day, the Sur
vival Fair, and the various spea
kers we brought to campus, but
our costs came to about $9000.”
Presently UNHITE is engaged
in a number of reclamation pro
jects, including waste paper.
“ People can bring in any waste
paper that they have, newspapers,
magazines, old telephone books,
to our office by Thursday even
ing. They should be tied in
bundles,” Brown explained. “ The
Salvation Army comes on Friday
and takes the paper away. It’s
shredded and sold for re
clamation.”

STEADY WORK
$15/HOUR
FOR AUDITIONS
CALL 1-524-6378
LAKES REGION

PLAYING W ED. DEC. 9 TH R U THU RS. DEC. 23RD

NHOC Ski Club

NHOC Ski Club will sponsor an Important
gatekeeper’s meeting for people Interested
In free skiing tomorrow night at 7 in the Union.

Lamies Tavern Restaurant, Hampton, N.H. now auditioning
for fuli time & part time entertainment. For further information
call manager on duty. 926-8911.

NOW

DESTITUTE SENIOR NEEDS CHRISTMAS VACATION JOB
IN LOCAL AREA - CALL - Jonathan 862-1490 or 868-2550.

THRU
DEC. 23rd

Young Republicans

Young Republicans will conduct a meeting
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Room 129 of the
Unions ,^lgcus§lon win include thepolltical,
,«,sdclal.jand economic intentions for the year.

Junior Art Student iooking for work during Christmas vaca
tion in local area. 868-2698. Pati.

Prospective Teachers

Professor John Chaltas will be available
to answer questions about the elementary
Master of Arts In Teaching program In the
Rockingham Room of the Union today from
4 to 5 p.m.
can o ie iig n t uomminee

Everyone Is Invited to meet in front of
the Union tomorrow night at 6;30 and bring
a candle fora march symbolizing the brother
hood of man. After the march, there will be a
meeting In the Union to explain plans for a
Christmas Eve Candlelight observation.

NO ONE UNDER 17 - A UNIFO R M ED
GUARD W ILL CHECK I.D.'s.

FIRST TIME EVER SHOWN IN THIS AREA...
THE PRECEDENT SHA TTERING MOTION
PICTURE - IN FULL COLOR THAT RIPS
ASIDE THE CURTAIN OF VICTORIAN
PRUDEHY AND OPENL Y EXPLORES THE
AMAZING EXPERIMENT IN DENMARK -

FOR SALE: Lace-Molitors Ski Boots. Size 8. Exceilent
condition - $95.00 new, now $30.00. Caii 868-2698, Pati.

FOR SALE: 1964 Fiat Sedan. Needs battery. Asking $150.
(in ta c t Rev. Lessard or leave note in M.U.S.O. office.
F O R SALE: O p e l K a d e tt 1 9 6 8 D a rk B lu e 8.6.000 m ile« o o » d

condition. Cali M. Cooper 21800 or 742-6091.
TO FASANELLi: I iove a parade! “What the heii is this
parade every night.” UNH Marching Band.

DO YOU HAVE IDEAS, INTERESTS ABOUT
ALTERNATIVE LIFE-STYLES?
Come, share them
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9 at 8 P.M.
BELKNAP ROOM, MUB

New Courses

New courses on Objectlvlst Philosophy are
being considered for next semester if there is
sufficient demand. If interested, contact John
Tarrant at 868-7382.

to him from government agen
cies, he explained.
“ It would be cross-indexed so
if a guy was going \o use a can
of insecticide, he would look up
‘Pesticide’ in the index and find
out what is safe and what is not
safe,” Brown said.
He added in researching in
formation for the book, UNHITE
would draw on many ecological
groups that have printed books,
pamphlets and brochures on ec
ological problems and their pos
sible solutions.
“We would like people to give
suggestions on eco-household
tips by sending them by campus
mail or stopping by our office,”
Brown said. “ Also, if anyone
has any questions about ecology,
we’ll find the answer and print it
in the book.”
If UNHITE receives the grant
money, seven or eight people
would be able to work full-time
next summer compiling the book,
Brown explained.
UNHITE’s second major pro
ject is an Eco-Bus. “What
we are planning to do is raise
enough money to purchase a se
cond-hand school bus and make
it into a mobile ecological edu-

for information (air maii). Anglo American Association, 60A
Pyie Street, Newport i.W., Engiand.

An organizational meeting for anyone in
terested in creating a Young Democrats group
on campus will take place Jan. 5 at 7:30
p.m. in Room 210 of the Social Science
Center. A discussion of the party in New
Hampshire and visits of party leaders on
local, state, and national levels will follow.
Students interested In enrolling In Physics
for Poets for the spring semester should read
the flyer describing the three different
sections tentatively scheduled before they
preregister. The flyer is available at the
Physics Dept. Office, and is posted in Demerltt Hall and the Union.

U N H IT E quietly o rg an izin g research projects

Committee for May Festival on Alternative Life-Styles.

SHOWINGS
EVERY
NIGHT

"Sexual
Freedom
in Denm ark"

6:40

8:05
&

DANSK SEXUALITET

9:25

E.M.L.OEW’S

436-2605
DOWNTOWN, PORTSMOUTH
STARTS
XMAS
DAY

BARBRA STREISAND A N D GEORGE SEGAL

"DOES AN OWL AND A PUSSYCAT"

BEER
TALK
by Ed McMahon
In which the candid connoisseur answers questions
about Beer, and the drinking o f same.

SUPPRESSED FOR 35
YEARS, THE
O R IG IN A L,
UNCUT

KING KONG
STARRING: FAY WRAY &
BRUCE CABOT

WE’RE IN A HOLE!
It’s a big hole and it’s
filled with some of the
w o rld ’s
to p
ski
equipm ent.
W hy
not
drop down and see us
sometime.

“THE UNDERGROUND
SKI SHOP”

AYERS & JENKINS
Next to the Post Office
Located in Beautiful
Downtown Rochester

TONIGHT:
6:00 & 8:30
SOCIAL SCIENCE
CENTER RM. No. 4
$ 1.00.

HOCUS
POCUS FILM
THEATRE

DEAR ED: I’m burned up because
after a weekend romp in the woods,
I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak
of Budweiser in the refrigerator.
Everybody says you can’t chill beer
twice, so what should I do?
FUMING
DEAR FUMING: First,
cool off, pal. Then cool
off that Bud® to your
heart’s content (or
about 40°).
There’s no problem,
because a really good
beer like Budweiser
is just as good when
you ice it twice.
But I can’t resist
mentioning that there is an
easy way to avoid the situation altogether.
Just make sure there’s no Bud left over!

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS®

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE • MERRIMACK
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Students not responsive to entertainment
bv Donald Filip

Several weeks ago, on Nov. 22.
a group called “ Dreams” ap
peared in concert at the Field
House, sponsored by the Mem
orial Union Student Organization.
Approximately 700 persons at
tended the concert, leaving MUSO
$1500 in the red,
Tony DuBuclet, president of
MUSO, in discussing the concert,
said that although they lost money
and will have a smaller budget
with which to work for the rest
of the year, “ MUSO feels this
concert was successful.”
He went on to say that the con
cert was greatly enjoyed by those
who did attend, and was also a
“ learning experience for the
members of MUSO,” most of
whom were inexperienced in
putting on concerts.
Regarding the poor attendance,
DuBuclet said that they “ broke
their backs” working for the con
cert. The reasons for people not
going to the concert are many;
Skip Prior, treasurer of MUSO,
said that “ people don’t want to
take a chance on something that
hasn’t been tried. It’s the stu
dents’ fault (that the concert was
not as successful as hoped). The
students are the ones that are
losing,” he said.
The purpose of MUSO is to
“ increase the number and scope
of educational activities and ex
periences available to the stu
dent.” (from “ Cat’sPaw”) They
are trying to bring students out of
their shells by making available
other forms of education which
cannot be learned from books.
The Aquarius Coffeehouse and
the Hocus-Pocus Theatre are two
other MUSO sponsored activities.
These projects hopefully broad
en the student’s educational
opportunities, as well as pro
viding entertainment. The prob
lem is ‘students here won’t
respond to fine progressive en
tertainment,” said DeBuclet.
Also, concerning the fact that
no news story was published in
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE until the
Tuesday prior to the Sunday con
cert, DuBuclet said: “We don’t
feel that the media was effective
in propagating the fact that there
was a concert. Accurately re
porting the concert experience

would allow the student body to
realize that this concert was a
successful adventure,” He also
expressedhope thatstudents would
take advantage of other such op
portunities. He cited the fact
that no news story was printed
in THE NEW HAMPSHIRE after
the concert, although about 700
persons were there enjoying
themselves.
Another problem for the
“ Dreams” concert was the lack
of adequate facilities: accord
ing to DuBuclet, the Field House
is poorly equipped, the acoustics
are bad and the atmosphere is
poor,
DuBuclet emphasized the need
for cooperation among the vari
ous student organizations to bring
more cohesion to the University
community.
This fall, SCOPE, Student
Committee on Popular Enter
tainment, was organized under
the auspices of Jean Fisher, co
ordinator of student activities.
Fisher sees SCOPE as an
answer to the problem of spon
soring concerts on campus.
SCOPE will be runby students for
the purpose of bringing concerts
to campus, hopefully at a lower
ticket price than otherwise
charged. To do this they would
need to be funded by the Univer
sity through the student activity
tax.
Fisher also said that SCOPE
will “ educate students in putting
on concerts,” Because they will
sponsor only concerts, they will
have the time and money to bring
more groups to campus. “ Other
organizations don’t have the
time,” said Fisher.
An entertainment poll is cur
rently being conducted by SCOPE
to “ find out what the students
want.” The poll seeks to de
termine the willingness of stu
dents to have an organization
such as SCOPE, which will only
sponsor concerts. They will
need to be subsidized, so that they
can spend money on every con
cert. “ Other groups hope to
break even or make money,”
explained Fisher.
Bob Beale from SCOPE urges
the pollees, selected at random,
to “ please cooperate.” Dave
Berndt, also from SCOPE, says
“ There is more to putting on a

concert than most people think.”
SCOPE is competing with
larger schools, who can pay more
for a group, because they have
larger auditoriums and can
therefore sell more tickets. The
Field House, which can hold only
about 4300 persons, makes it
necessary to charge higher ticket
prices, a burden which SCOPE
hopes to alleviate.
Regarding the lack of good
attendance, Bruce Reynolds of
the Outing Club, which sponsors
the Winter Carnival, says “ I
don’t know if it is due to lack of
organized advertising or the
apathy of the student body. Due
to the reaction in the past, nobody
wants to take a chance” (in spon
soring a big-name group.)
When asked about the eventual
success of SCOPE, Beale said
“We’ll wait and see.”
Wayne Justham, director of the
Memorial Union, placed the
blame for the poor attendance
at the “ Dreams” concert on the

lack of time to advertise and the
fact that “ Dreams” is still a
comparatively unknown group,
who have yet to make a “ hit”
record. He predicts that in four
months they will be very well
known, and will be playing for
ticket prices of over $4.00.
Justham said “ The campus
does poorly in sponsoring any en
tertainment. Too many students
are sitting around complaining
but do not support anything we do
have.” He cited the fact that
within recent years, only one en
tertainer, Bill Cosby, has at
tracted a full house, and only
Simon and Garfunkel and Peter,
Paul and Mary have been able to
draw over 3000 persons.
The late Janis Joplin, already
nearing the height of her fame
when she performed here, lost
the concert sponsors a consider
able sum of money. Why? “ I
don’t know,” said Justham.
“ Perhaps the main bulk of the
student body isn’t as up-to-date

Seasonal toncerts siheduled
Several UNH music groups will music and music for Christmas

take part in a variety of seasonal will include two movements from
concerts in the next two weeks Stravinsky’s “ Mass for Mixed
either in concert or on tele Voices” (1948) and a motet by
vision. Each of the following Pierre de Manlcourt. The motet
Christmas observances is open was prepared for the Singers by
to the general public at no charge. Dr. John Wicks also of the music
department, who is preparing a
The first concert will be pre definitive
edition of Manisented this evening at 8:30 at court’s works.
St. George’s Church in Durham.
offerings for the evening
The Durham Chamber Singers areOther
“ Exultate Deo” and “ Sicut
will perform under the direction Cervus”
by Palestrina, “ Quid
of Dr. Henry Wing, assistant pro Petis O Fill”
by Richard Pyfessor of music.
gott,
“
Tenebrae
Factae Sunt”
A varied program of sacred by Ingegneri, “ O Magnum
Mysterium” by Victoria and the
as those who are doing the plan Christmas antiphon, “ Hodie
ning.” But, he added, these Christus Natus Est.”
Tomorrow evening the Annual
same performers will draw size
able audiences at Hampton Beach Christmas concert will be held in
or in Boston.
Johnson Theater at 8 p.m. The
It remains that there are sev UNH concert choir will perform
eral organizations who are will under the direction of Cleveland
ing to bring good entertainment to Howard of the Music Department,
campus. Now all they need is a while the Newhampshire Men will
responsive student body.
be directed by Henry Wing, also

Fine Arts Calendar
Hewitt Exhibit

A photography exhibit of the work of Carl
Sesto of Brookline, Mass, ends today In the
Corridor Gallery, Hewitt Hall.
King Kong

MUSO film series. Hocus Pocus Theater,
will present Merlan C. Cooper’s original
“ King Kong” tonight in Room 4, SSC at
6 and 8:30. Season ticket or $1. This Is the
final offering of the fall semester.
Guerriiia Theatre

Life Studies presents Black and Guerrilla
Theatre tonight and tomorrow night in the
Strafford Room of the Union. The 7 p.m.
performances are $1. admission to benefit
the University Life Studies program.

“THE WHO ”

%

%

Educationai Drama

“ The Island,” a creative improvised play
for children (ages 9 and older) and adults will
be presented in Hennessey Theater at 4
p.m. today and again on Thursday at 4 p.m.
Admission is 50f. A discussion will follow
each play performance.
Chiidren As Artists

The works of elementary school students
of Peggy Franczak of the Newbury public
schools will be on exhibit in the Paul Arts
Galleries from Dec. 10-Jan. 17. The exhibit
is organized by Brian Jefferson, instructor
in the Arts Department.
Gaiiery Hours

Paul Creative Arts galleries are open from
12-4 p.m. Sunday, 10-4 Monday through Fri
day, and 1-4 on Saturday. Hewitt Hall
corridor exhibitions are open from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday-Friday.

V O T E T H E T E A M W iT H
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TO GET THE FULL SOUND
AND FEELING THAT THESE
PEOPLE PUT INTO THEIR
MUSIC YOU NEED STEREO
EQUIPMENT THAT GIVES
YOU FULL RESPONSE. OUR
COM PONENT SYSTEMS RE
PRODUCE FROM RECORD
INGS THE SOUNDS THE
ARTISTS MEANT FOR YOU
TO GET. COME IN AND
HEAR FOR YOURSELF.

m
o
O

O

ir you thinK you are pregnant, consult your doctor. U nce your pregnancy
has been verified, you m ay wish to call us in New York, in com plete
confidence. We will ask you how long yo u’ve been pregnant. Then, we
will advise you on everything you should know and m ay wish to know
about a legal abortion in N ew York. New York S tate Law does not
require residency, sim ply the consent of p atien t and doctor. It is best
to avoid delay as early abortion is sim pler, safer, and less expensive.
If you wish assistance, including im m e d iate registration into a fully
accredited hospital or clinic, utilizing th e services of a Board C ertified
or Qualified Gynecologist, we can m ake th e necessary arrang em ents in
less th an 4 8 hours, 7 days a week, at th e lowest available prices for
such services.
This is th e only agency of its kind, providing lim ousine service to
and from N ew York C ity Airports, hospital or clinic and our co m fortab le,
m odern facilities in th e Jackson H eights Medical Building. You m ay
enjoy refreshm ents, T.V. and m usic as you relax and aw ait your return
flight. C om plete ethical confidence is observed. New York S tate has
taken an im p o rta n t hu m a n itarian step forw ard with th e passage o f its
Abortion Law. W e feel we m ust insure its full im p le m en tatio n .

CALL 212-779-4800 212-779-4802
8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Weekdays
9-5 Saturday, Sunday
Free lite ra tu re w ill be sent upon request.

WDMEIV’S REFEHHAL SERVICE, IIVC.
Jackson Heights Medical Building
4 0 -14 - 72nd Street
Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372

iMciTycinemas
B
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i B

It’s frightening.
That we can race toward the stars
And total annihilation at the same' time.
That technology puts them both equally at our disposal.
Never before has man presumed so much
Or prevailed so much over his environment.
And yet all of his marvelous achievements have done little
To help him understand his relationship to other men.
That’s where you come in.
You have to make it better.
It is not an easy task.
But you have no other choice
If man is to survive.
You are our life insurance.

Phoenix
g Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD
CONNECTICUT

Member, The Pheenix cempenies

TALK TO

O

X

LAFAYETTE PLAZA
PORTSMOUTH

your abortion is an operation
you'll require all the
rest, comfort and compassion
you can get.

THINK
A BO U T A
CAREER IN
GOVERNM ENT

H
X
39
m

RADIO SHACK
TRI-CITY PLAZA
DOVER

of the Music Department.
The concert will include tra
ditional Christmas music in
cluding several Poulenc motets
and the “ Laudate Jehovam” by
Telemann.
The UNH Concert Choir under
the direction of Dr. Cleveland
Howard will also perform a pro
gram of Christmas music for
WBZ-TV in Boston (Channel 4).
The pre-taped concert will be
broadcast on Tuesday evening
Dec. 22 from 8:30 to 9 p.m.

WE'LL BE
ON CAMPUS
SO O N
Contact your campus placement office

January 11, 1971
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Letters To The Editor

riewpomt

Our Christmas Stocking

To Jackie Bergeron:
Thank you for the article
covering our conversation of sev
eral weeks ago. In the two hours
we had together we covered so
much that you amazed me with
your recollection from the notes
you took.
As you wrote the article and as
I read it, I realize that the pre
suppositions and commitment
I have did not appear. As my
wife said, “What is said could
have been said by a counselor,
or any one else in the University,
rather than by you who have a
basic faith commitment as your
fundamental framework.’’ That
framework is provided by the
Christian tradition and especially
by a recent theological move
ment within it, that is the “ The
ology ofHope’’ movement. Simp
ly stated, this perspective takes
the future rather than the past as
its primary orientation for living
and deciding priorities now. It is
visionary. It imagines and fan
tasizes about what the biblical
imagery concerning “ The King
dom of God” is about as “ new
creation” , a “ new humanity” ,
“ a new heaven and a new earth”
in which life is increasingly hu
man and fulfilling. This pers
pective relies heavily on cur
rent biblical studies and on the
Gospel’s central affirmation that
the Kingdom has already been
little less biased
inaugurated in history in Jesus
and is emerging with, in, and
colored quite negatively Lam SHIRE in announcing her candi through
the conditions of human
bert’s political philosophy and dacy for Student Body President.
now. The Gospel is in a
platform points; then he pro Hyde is making the student just existence
life-and-death
struggle with
ceeded to completely ignore as impotent in terms of decision “ principalities and
powers” that
Lambert’s ideas of innovative making as Jerry Farber assessed tend to depersonalize
life. Thus
journalism. He crucified Lam in his book, by coloring sup the conflict and concern about
bert and Peters, yet conducted posedly objective and factual in nationalism, racism, institution
and wrote his interview of Caro terviews. Again, a lack of con alism, bondage and liberation.
lyn Beebe with a far more open sistency.
The Gospel in essence says
mind. So favorably did he color
Hyde is now faced with two al “ YES” to life even in the ab
Beebe that one almost expected ternatives: he can ignore this surdity of the present scene and
a melodic and trite “We can make and thus admit his guilt; or he enables those caught up in it to
it if we try’’ and “ United we can answer it with more rotten live with a joyous abandon and
stand, divided we fall’’ to follow journalism. If he does the latter, with a re-ordering of priorities
Beebe’s “ Together we can do at least he will be, for the time for the well-being of all men.
it’’. Perhaps Hyde is swayed being, consistent.
My interest in developing a
from his narrow-mindedness by
Birt is flighty consistency the small, self-consciously Christ
sing-songy campaign slogans. only qualification forNewsEditor ian community here is not to
Perhaps Hyde cannot be swayed on THE NEW HAMPSHIRE staff? create a “ church group” in
from his narrow-mindedness at This one in itself is transient and competition with denominations
all.
Hyde seems to have few others. in Durham—as may be inferred
Nevertheless, there seems to
Kimberly Shaw
from the article—but as a combe a method to his far from
expository yet devious madness,
to make Lambert look ridiculous.
It is comforting to know, however, Let’s set the record straight
that Lambert must pose a serious
enough threat to Hyde’s choice of To the Editor:
ministration.
candidates to necessitate such a
Last Saturday a leaflet was re
Someone said, “ A house di
deliberate and obvious effort. leased
which stated that the ma
against itself cannot
If THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is to jor difference between Larry and vided
stand.”
Think about that. Think
be used as a means to introduce myself, Charlie Leocha, was of the past
years. Think of
the candidates to the student body,
our philosophy of the student the problemstwothat
on
then it should remain detached “government
presidency.” Larry other campuses havestudents
had. And I
and objective. If Hyde supports stated, “ I will not be a repre hope
you’ll agree.
Beebe, which is the only con sentative of the faculty, the
Charlie Leocha
clusion he permits one to draw, administration, nor the trustees.
Candidate for Student
then he should support Beebe on I will be representative of the
Body President.
all levels and not just on an emo students.”

Continuing a fine tradition, THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE has again filled its Christmas
stocking with some goodies for our friends
and enemies around the campus.
To THE NEW HAMPSHIRE staff we
give a two-month vacation.

A
To the Editor:
It would have been advantage
ous for News Editor Jonathan
Hyde to have been a little less
biased in his interview of Student
Body Presidential Candidate
Larry Lambert in the last issue
of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, Hyde
not only misconstrued most of
Lambert’s statements made at
their meeting, but also exposed
himself as being very narrow
minded. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
does not need a counterpart to
William Loeb.
Too often, and not as subtlely
as he obviously thought, Hyde

Water crisis
An open letter to the Service
Department and Housing Depart
ment.
The water crisis at Christen
sen Hall is now in its eighth
week. Said crisis consists in
the water’s huevaryinganywhere
from a rare clear thru the usual
dingy gray to an occasional
brown-green. Its temperature
vacilates from hot to lukewarm
to cold - all during one shower!
These inconveniences are re
puted to lie with a faulty boiler
in tne aormitory's casement.
This same boiler is supposed to
have been repaired but it seems
that the crucial mechanism can
not be obtained in permanent
form. The temporary replace, ments are just that - very temp
orary! Just why a permanent fix
ture is unavailable remains a
mystery. Considering the exorbi
tant rates charged for this hous
ing facility, lack of funds is to be
considered a very poor excuse.
Christensen’s being the newest,
largest and, in some ways, the
most comfortable and luxurious
dorm on campus may, repeat
may, warrant the high rental
fee. However, no amount of high
priced comfort or newness is
sufficient substitute for clean,
hot water - a necessity by the
standards of today’s Western,
middle class society.
Though in the face of other im
portant campus issues, this may
appear trivial to the general
public, to the students being
dumped on by cold, muddy water
it is of vital importance. It is
felt by these people that immedi
ate action should be taken by
housing and/or maintenance to
remedy the situation.
Becky Watson
Anne Grunwald
Robin Cox
Barbara Nelson
Connie Dorval
Susan Clarke

tio n a l

loanlngr

To our friends we give wishes for a very
Merry Christmas.
To our enemies we give the following six
inches of white space. You’ve been bitching
all year, now you can write your own
editorial.

to w a r d h e r su p 

posed radicalness. Beebe stated
that she believed in the statement
from “ Student as Nigger’’ which
she quoted in THE NEW HAMP-

E v id e n t ly

t h ia

a ta tem en t

ia

supposed to suggest that I would
not act as a representative of the
students. Let’s set the record
straight. I will admit that here is
where I disagree with Mr. Lam
What I have said is that
BSU at UNH bert.
this whole bag of student power,
administration power, trustee
To the Editor:
power, and faculty power is the
For the last several weeks wrong idea. We have been operat*questions have been asked re ing from that premise for the past
garding the existence of a Black two years and consequently no
Student Union here at UNH. So thing has been done.
for those of you who are in
I have spoken of a University
terested in knowing, there is a community for the past two years.
functional and viable Black This is the concept that we all:
Student Union organization here students, faculty, administra
premised on pride and self dig tors, and trustees, work together
nity and in a few weeks we shall towards the common goals of a
make known our position per better education and a better Uni
tinent to our existence here at versity. The only way that we can
UNH.
effect any change on this Uni
While controversial issues versity is if we act together as the
have been sprouting up in the col community that we are. As long
lege community regarding the as we bicker among the separate
Black students, we have not factions of power we aren’t
allowed them to deter our at accomplishing anything.
tempt to build and establish unity
My job as president of the stu
in the Black community. This dent body in this new system
unity is something much needed would be to act as the focal point
here at UNH and we as Black for student interests and as a
students know our rights and have liason between the students and
the courage and the per ser the faculty, administration and
ver ance to defend them.
trustees. Together as a Uni
Advisory Board of
versity community we will then be
Black Student Union
able to effect change without the
John Laymon
necessity of confrontation poli
Jackie Hudson
tics, which is the inevitable end
Kenneth Boatner
of a total breakdown of communi
Vivian Smith
cations and a loss of faith between
Claire McMeans
students, faculty, and the ad
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Support
Leocha

To the Editor:
Dear Mike:
And so it begins. I can’t help
feeling dismayed and astonished
over the pamphlet circulated dur
ing the hockey game last night by
candidates Lambert and Greenleaf. I was hoping that the wellfought, well-run attitude showed
by the candidates during the
primary student government
elections would carry over into
the final contest. But, based on
last night, it seems that they
won’t. I don’t like mud-slinging,
and I feel that I soeak for a
majority of students on this
campus when I say that mudslinging is no way to run an elec
tion. That’s one reason why I’m
writing this letter. Another is
that I have been supporting Char
lie Leocha and Bill Mulvey since
the candidates were declared.
A third is my being a student at
UNH, and a student directly in
volved with student government.
That’s why I would like to set a
few things straight.
First of all, Charlie Leocha
was hot re-elected to the Senate
basically because he didn’t run
for re-election.- (I think he might
have gotten a few write-in votes
however.) Secondly, this so-call
ed “ lack of concern for the stu
dents’ welfare by 1) no overt
response to most issues and 2)
a gross lacking of commitment
and action” seems to show to me
a lack of perception and a bit of
ignorance on the part of Mr.
Lambert and Mr. Greenleaf. It
is my opinion, and the opinion
of many of last year’s Univer
sity Senators that Charlie was
one of the most active Senators
in last year’s Senate. It is
well-known that Charlie 1) in
troduced and co-sponsored the
bill to abolish the Physical Edu
cation requirement, 2) co
sponsored the bill to change the
present grading system to a vol
untary basis, 3) personally draft
ed the four points that were to
become the basis of University
action during last spring’s strike,
and 4) helped change the ruling
on the dual degree system to
allow students to receive two
B.A.’s or two B.S.’s.
These are some of the many
reasons why I will confidently
support both Charlie Leocha and
Bill Mulvey for student body
president and vice-president.
Please think it over.
Rick Schumacher
President, Student
Caucus

munity that takes worshiptheology-action seriously and
whose specific concern is the
University and its relationship
to society. Many congregations
due to size, a spectrum of faithcommitment, and an orientation
to the past are not able to do this
nor are they able to transcend
their particular traditions. That
is their reality. But theology and
worship should be both an expres
sion of a particular community
and a shared reflection on human
existence together—both serving
as a means to deepen the com
munity. But this, in turn, cannot
be the end of their life together.
Rather, this should drive the
community to find alliances with
others who are caught up in
facing, confronting, and working
for change to the end that justice
for all men can become a reality.
Three minor points in the
article that need clarification.
First, the part on “ self-deter
mination” was unclear to me. I
am for “ self-determination” but
not as professed by this country’s
foreign policy, the presence of
counter-insurgency and intelli
gence forces, and its policy of
protecting economic investments
that derive incredible profits
from the peoples of the Third
World. Yet, “ self-determina
tion” has been used to justify
our presence in Vietnam and I feel
the factsdo not bear that rationale
out.
Second, I rarely use the word

“ kids” for college students
whom I basically feel are
“ adults” , young men and wo
men, both willing and able to ac
cept responsibility and account
ability for their lives and de
cisions. In fact, this is one
purpose of higher education.
Third, I am not so “ excited”
about men and women leaving
the clergy and monastic com
munities. I am interested and
concerned. I, too. have struggled
with the problem and have chosen
to remain with the “ institutional
church.” I have done so prim
arily because for all its failures,
the church, even as de-humanizing as it is, allows me to be
freer than most institutions in our
society. For many who re main in
it, I daresay, they feel the same
way. When it no longer affords
me that personal freedom—and
I expect that day will come—then
I will have to decide in that con
text. For many who have left,
those men and women essentially
seem to relate that their life
has been suffocated and to leave
is to open them up to new poten
tialities to realize the meaning
of life for them. Let me add,
too, that many who have left do
not feel they have forsaken the
Christian community of faith but
are out from the contemporary
institutional expression of it.
Thanks again.
Larry Rouillard
Ecumenical Campus
Minister

Problems of littering

To the Editor, Staff, and Stu
dents:
Enclosed is a letter from Mr.
Whitaker, on the problems of
littering faced by his department.
The same problem is also pre
sent on this campus. Please print
this letter as it may help inform
people of the problems of litter
ing. Thank you
Robert Jarrett
Dear Sir:
Reference is made to your
letter of Nov. 20 concerning the
problem of roadside littering in
New Hampshire.
Roadside clean-up work is per
formed by highway patrol crews
as often as possible consistent
with other required work. A
major clean-up is performed
each spring on all roads followed
by nearly weekly pick-up on the
major route with less attention
on the.secondary routes. On the
Interstate and Turnpike systems
the work is done several times a
week as required. Cost of this
work is about $200,000 per year.
This department provides
about 1500 trash containers at
roadside rest and picnic areas
4200
system, however, these con
tainers are being used as de
positories for household garbage
and are creating unhealthy situa
tions resulting from such abuse.
Therefore, we have attempted to
control the number of containers
a l o n g th o

m ilo e ta to h ig h w a y

to minimize roadside littering
without providing a garbage col
lection service.
Litter bags, carrying anti
littering slogans and cost of an
nual roadside clean up, are pro
vided to motorists at no cost at
our Safety Rest Areas and Toll
Plazas.
With reference to non-dispos
able containers, one major beer
company has initiated a pilot
program in New Hampshire to
detemine if the public will pur
chase their product in returnable
containers.
Present laws prohibit litter
ing and specify fines ofup to $100,
however, enforcement is ex
tremely difficult. The active
efforts of public education con
ducted by many civic groups,
automobile and petroleum as
sociations and industries plus
state and municipal governments
are of great assistance. Public
education through radio, tele
vision, press, etc. appears to be
the most effective means of re
ducing
litter problem and
steps have been taken to inten
sify this type of campaign.
Thank yuu foi submitting help
ful suggestions. Your interest
in protecting our environment is
most appreciated.
R.H. Whitaker, P.E.
Commissioner,
Dept, of Public Works

Why Leocha and Mulvey

EDITORIALS

6-

OPINION
E d ito rials and cartoo n s a re
the responsibility of the ed ito r-in -c h ie f.
Columns and
le tte r s to the editor a re the
(pinions of the au thors. No
columns o r le tte rs speak for
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE aqd
should not be construed as ed
ito ria ls . THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE ed itorials
rep resen t
the opinions of the paper a s
a student newspaper which
maintains
no u nn ecessary
bonds with the U niversity ad
m inistration.
THE
NEW
HAMPSHIRE is not aligned
with any extraneous student
groups and does not n e ce ss
a rily rep resen t any opinion
Other than its own. D issen iing opinion from the com 
munity is welcome through
le tte rs to the ed itor o r p er
sonal ^confrontations with the
ed ito r-in -ch ief.
L e tte rs to the Ed ito r, should
be addressed to: THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE, MUB 120. They
should be typed, lim ited to 500
w ords, and must be signed.
The ed itors re s e rv e the right
to withhold publication.

Turning on
the Editor:
“ Turning On”
I have recently experienced
what is to me the high point of
this semester and I wish to share
it with everyone. It was the
experience of attending a trustees
meeting. It became apparent to
me that if the students are
sincerely interested in the Uni
versity they should attend the
trustees meetings. If the students
are at all interested in bringing
about effective and lasting change
at UNH they should get to know
their 'trustees. By knowing the
trustees* the students will be able
to better prepare their proposals
to them.
Perhaps a few basic facts will
be helpful. THE TRUSTEE
MEETINGS ARE OPEN! There
are 24 trustees >which are among
New Hampshire’s most accom
plished citizens. They meet the
third Saturday of every month at
9:30 a.m. The majority of meet
ings are held here on the Durham
campus, unless a special oc
casion arises, then it may be held
at either Keene State or Plymouth
state which-the trustees are also
responsible for. The trustees
are appointed by the Governor,
but must answer to the State
Legislature and the citizens of
New Hampshire. They devote a
great deal of time, without pay,
to the University and never re
ceive as much as a note of thanks
from the University.
I found the trustees -to be older
than I had expected and that their
values are light years from my
own. It is also apparent that many
of the trustees. lack a sensitivity
towards student feelings which is
essential in their position.
However, the only way the
trustees will ever develop sensi
tivity towards student feelings
is if the students take the initia
tive to get to know the 'trustees
I believe that it is more difficult
for the trustees to understand
how student values are shaped
than it is for students to look
back and understand what shaped
the values of the older genera
tion. (trustees). I ask that the
students be mature enough to
take the first step, to show the
trustees that we want a better
University by attending the
trustee meetings. As a stu
dent you have a responsibility
to yourself to know and under
stand the people that are direct
ing your life. I personally feel
that the gap between the-* trustees
and the students can not be closed.
However, by knowing each other
I believe a trust can be built and
upon this trust future progress
can be made. I am not frustrated
to the point of destruction, yet
and only because of this can I
offer this plan for constructive
action.
The next trustees meeting will
be at UNH on Dec. 19 at 9:30
a.m. in the MUB.
Future meetings will be an
nounced.
Just a student,
Darryl Smith
To

Fred Hannon
Why Leocha and Mulvey?
These two candidates offer the Mel Haughton
students leadership and direc Bob Adams
tion. With definite stands on is Brian Vaillancourt
sues such as tenure, enrollment Jordan Phillips
and reorganization of student Ken Nelligan
government, it is obvious that be Steve Ciraco
cause of their previous ex Randy Pope
perience in student government Susie Kaplan
they can see this as an elec
Judy Bishop
tion to be centered around the Janine Langlais
pending future of the University. Donna Marashio
If you want to see this Uni Debbie Skelley
versity turn into a factory which Jennie Stubbe
merely functions in a process of Sue Bergeron
manufacturing college graduates, Martha Deming
then you might as well ignore the Daniel O’Leary
candidates Charlie Leocha and
Bill Mulvey. But limiting the
enrollment to 11,000 and through
their tenure system (each pro
fessor instructing 5 classes
within two semesters) the candi
dates are taking initial steps into
making this university a personal
learning experience.
Thank
If you’re concerned with the
future of this University as we Dear Fellow Students:
On behalf of the Black Student
are, then we urge you to vote for
Union, I would like to take this
Leocha and Mulvey.
opportunity to thank the many stu
Mike Egan
dents, the fraternities, the sor
Dan Baker
orities and the merchants who
contributed baskets of canned
goods and monies so that needy
families in this community could
have Thanksgiving dinner. We
were able to provide ten families
Support
with baskets and turkeys. How
ever, this task may not have been
Lambert
possible without the concern of
in the Durham community.
To: Mike Painchaud, Editor of people
Thanks alot.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Keith Boatner
Wish to express our support of
Public Relations
Larry Lambert, candidate for
Director - BSU
Student Body President. Mr.
Lambert has definite ideas and
plans that will help students. He
has expressed his concern about
improving UNH and state rela
tions but he has also stressed
that his primary concern is with
PROBLEM PREGNANCY ?
the students. He will improve
life for the residents on the
campus, and for the commuters
off the campus. We know Mr.
CALL COOL-AID
Lambert is the best man for
this office, and we hope that he
868-5600
will win the elections this Tues
day and Wednesday.
Jim Anderson
Tom Thayer
Jim Rellas
University Senators, Stoke Hall
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Friel ignites team a n d fans with ’in vo lve d ’ coaching
by Dick Nelson
Staff Reporter

On the wall of his Field House
office, just above his desk, UNH
basketball coach Gerry Friel has
hung a sign with a single word
printed in bold, black letters,
WIN. But fans don’t have to see
the sign to know that Friel doesn’t
enjoy losing basketball games.
During every game, no matter
who the opponent and whether
UNH is winning or behind, he will
be found at courtside waving
his arms, wincing and screaming
to his players. And all this is
done, not sitting, but walking on
his knees.
No, the Field House mainten
ance staff didn’t forget to put
enough chairs along the side
lines, Friel is just too excited
to sit still. If his face and ac
tions tell anything of what goes
on side Gerry Friel, he must
surely feel more anguish and
suffer more mental torture dur
ing every UNH game than most
coaches would in 150 seasons.
An example of Friel’s effer
vescence was evident in the away
game at Bowdoin last Wednesday.
He was assessed three techni
cal fouls and finally thrown out
of the game by the officials.
The main reason for the fouls,
he admits, was that UNH was only
beating lowly Bowdoin by two
points at the half, not because of
any real beef with the officiating.
The Wildcats went on to win fairly
handily after Friel’s ejection had

sparked them.
“ I just get behind the kids,” is
how Friel explains his sideline
gymnastics. “ And I love what
I’m doing. If you want to win,
you’ve got to get involved.”
When Friel came here a year
ago after serving as an assist
ant coach under Bob Cousy at
Boston College, he knew it would
n’t be easy to resuscitate New
Hampshire’s floundering basket
ball program. The Wildcats
hadn’t had a winning season since
1958, and just two years before,
in 1967-68, they had won only
one of the 23 games they played.
“ It’s a tremendous challenge,”
he said before the season began
a year ago, “ to take a school
which is nothing basketball-wise
and make something out of it.”
But he did not have high ex
pectations.
“ Being realistic as to what I
have,” he had said at that time,
“ it’s inconceivable that we can
compete on a level with some of
these teams like Rhode Island,
Connecticut or Boston Univer
sity.”
Yet, when last year was over,
the Wildcats had scrambled,
hustled and somehow pawed their
way to a respectable 12-11 sea
son. And although they didn’t
beat any of their top-caliber op
ponents, they sometimes came
awfully close.
“ The first year was much more
successful than I would have ever
anticipated,” Friel said last
week. He attributed the unexpect-

Cat basketball squad
crushed by Rhode Island

by Gary Gilmore
Staff Reporter

The University of New Hamp
shire basketball team suffered
its second loss of the 1970-71
campaign Friday, falling prey
to the Rhode Island Rams, 86-73.
The game opened slowly with
both sides unable to mount any
lead. With 10 minutes remain
ing in the half, Rhode Island
spirited ahead 18-13. The Rams
were able to maintain this slight
lead until 4:30. Then the Wild
cats closed the gap, tying the
visitors 28-28. Aided by five
points from Captain Dwight
Peters, New Hampshire was able
to stay with Rhode Island until
they edged ahead 35-33 with just
1:55 remaining in the half. The
Cats were unable to score again
and Rhode Island squirted ahead
to stay, 39-35 at the close of the
period.
The second half opened with the
Wildcats stumbling around their
court. The Rams quickly ran up
an eight point bulge which they
built upon throughout most of the
game. Giving away free baskets
ana tnrowing tne oaii away to
Rhode Island’s press defense.
New Hampshire was unable to
stop the visitors.
The Cats closed a 17 point
lead to 10 points with 10:45 left.
Despite McKeen Kessel netting
most of his 23 points during this
span of time, Rhode Island
once again moved far ahead. To
do this, the Rams elected to
freeze the ball with just under
nine minutes left. Although the
Cats scrambled hard, they even
tually gave layups or free throws
to the visitors and, on offense,
limited themselves to one quick
shot.
In the closing minutes. New
Hampshire closed the 20 point
disadvantage to a respectable
86-73 final score.
The game was a poor exhibi
tion of what basketball could be,
despite New Hampshire’s spor
adic scrambling defense and
some fine offensive moments by
both teams. The referees con
tinuously stopped the flow of play
with highly questionable calls.
Rhode Island, in its attempt to

preserve victory by freezing the
play, made the game a face as a
competitive sport.
Wildcat basketball has still not
broken out of its pre-season
form, although Kessel, Frank
Davis and Greg Jackson showed
good form and potential at times.
The game, however, was an im
provement over the UNH-Springfield contest. The squad could
soon break into a very strong con
tender, provided all the players
work together and the team can
adjust to press and stall tech
niques.
Kessel got 23 points for New
Hampshire. He was followed by
Dave Pemberton with 16 points,
Davis with 14, and Jackson with
10. Paul Cormier hit for five as
did Dwight Peters, while Jack
Fogarty and Brian Peters netted
three and two points, respectivly.
Tomorrow evening at 6:00, the
freshman hoopsters will host the
Connecticut frosh. The fresh
men, led by guard Eric Ferangue
and 6 ft. 7 in. Lonnie Cohen,
defeated the Bowdoin yearlings
93-61 in their only game so far
this season.
At 8:00 p.m. the varsity will
face Connecticut, a perennial
Yankee Conference poweT*, in
Lundholm Gymnasium.

New Hampshire’s record will
edly good showing of last year’s
team to “ extreme discipline and also suffer this year and next
organization plus everything fall from an increasingly tough
schedule. This year New Hamp
ing into place.”
“What those kids did last year shire will play Dartmouth and
was fantastic, but it will never Boston University (home and
really be appreciated,” he said. away), two good teams, in place
He singled out seniors Phil Blum of Bates and Merrimack, which
and Paul Shepard, both now were easy wins last year. And
graduated, as two who really in 1971-72 Georgetown will be on
played their hearts out to give the schedule.
Yet Friel feels New Hampshire
UNH its first winning season in
can’t play top basketball without a
12 years.
Friel went on to say that last top schedule, and he sees nothing
year’s performance, as promis but improvement for the UNH
ing and exciting as it was, may program in the future. “ I intend
have been bad for this year’s to make it a successful program
team because it raised fan ex and won’t stop short of that,” he
pectations too high. Although the declared. He said it would be
caliber of basketball here is “ a patient overhaul, not win,
better than it has ever been, UNH win, win,” but he thinks UNH
is still not on a level with the should be a Yankee Conference
best teams of the Yankee Con contender in two years.
Said Friel, “ I’ll be very dis
ference.
“ The competition is very appointed if, by two years, we
stiff,” said Friel, “ and we just don’t have a very solid team.
Then I’ll feel I haven’t done my
don’t have the horses.”
Friel said he thought New job as coach.”
Friel cited the scouting and re
Hampshire had a chance to beat
any of the big teams it will play cruiting efforts of Joe Rahal,
this year, but said it would have who is now permanent coach of
to rate a tremendous upset. He the freshman team, as instru
cited two reasons for the prob mental in future improvement.
able weakness of this year’s “We feel now we can recruit
Wildcat team.
and compete competitively,” he
The first was a lack of co said.
ordination. “ All the things that
He also singled out the at
were supposed to fill in, didn’t,” tractive UNH campus as a re
he lamented. The second is a cruiting plus. He said UNH has
floodtide of injuries, depleting the “ outstanding facilities, an out
bench. “ Now I lose a key person standing campus, and education
and we can’t even play the game,” second to none in New England.
said Friel.
“ I have no trouble selling the
This problem was obvious in campus,” the young coach added.
the Rhode Island game where
Asked if he though basketball
Dwight Peters had four fouls on could every approach the popu
him early, but was left in. He larity of hockey at UNH, Friel
fouled out early in the second Said it could if the Wildcats
half, killing New Hampshire’s played winning basketball against
hopes for a win.
top opposition. _

H ie

Friday’s game against Rhode
New
Island was a good illustration.
For most of the first half, UNH
H a m p s h ire
played Rhody evenly. The de
fense was fierce, the passing
precise, and every basket was
earned by both sides. When UNH
can play this way through the en
tire game, every game, the people
will come.
Friel pointed out when the
Wildcat basketball program
reaches a top level competitive
stage, UNH and Boston College
will be the “ only two schools
in the East with top basketball
and hockey programs.”
The decision to leave top level
basketball at Boston College,
where he was assistant coach for
three years under Cousy, was a
difficult one for Friel. He would
be coming to a school where bask
etball was poor, and the fans paid
it about as much heed as the
girls’ field hockey team, with
crowds occasionally numbering
ten or eleven fans in a gym seat
ing 4,000. But the element of
challenge was a lure he couldn’t
resist.
Friel admits to a nostalgia for
the metropolitan life of Boston.
“ I miss seeing the Bruins and
Celtics,” revealed the goodlooking young coach in an inter
view just after he arrived last
year. “And being a single guy,
I miss the theater and Boston’s
hot spots.” He also finds the
Durham area suffers from a lack
of variety in entertainment,
movies, and restaurants. “ The
Coach Gerry Friel discusses game strategy with his as
New England Center is the only
sistant, Joe Rahal.
really good place to eat,” he said.
photo by Wallner
And there were other factors
making Friel’s decision to come as Bob Cousy’s assistant when then go the way of two fine former
to UNH a hard one. He disclosed the BC coach moved to the Cin UNH coaches, Joe Yukica (now
being made an offer to continue cinnati Royals of the NBA.
head football coach at BC) and
“ But I wanted to stay in New Rube Bjorkman (hockey coach at
England,” he said. “ I love the North Dakota), who used UNH
all-around seasons here.” He as a stepping stone to jobs with
added Durham, despite its de bigger schools and national
ficiencies, gave him “ the ad schedules?
Confronted with the question
vantage of having the ocean so
close. And I can go up to the last year, Friel hedged. Each
offer must be considered as it
mountains whenever I want.”
Friel was asked what he would comes, financially and careerdo if he successfully raised UNH wise, he said, “ at the same time
to respectability in the Yankee weighing what will make you
Conference and the job of head happy.”
“ As of now,” he concluded,
basketball coach thereby lost
some of its challenge. Would he “ T n ^ ^ v e ry h a g ^ ^
ANNOUNCEMENT:

Junior Larry Woods struggled toward a 6-4 decision over Amherst College’s entry in the 167
pound weight class. New Hamshire defeated Amherst, 26-12, and the University of Hartford, 279, in a triangular meet held in Hartford, Conn., Saturday afternoon.
Wildcat results: Ordway decisioned Miota of Amherst, 6-3, and pinned Hartford’s Kassoy.
Morrison pinned Gowdy (Amherst) and decisioned Peller (Hartford), 11-6. Stahiman pinned
W a ra or A m h e rs t anU le e e iv e U an 0 -0 U e c is iu n o vc i H a r t f o r d ’s Q u tle r. W o o d s d e c is io n e d C a s e
(Amherst), 6-4, and Wetshet (Hartford), 3-1. Wallace pinned Amherst’s King; Hartford forfeited its
match.
The New Hampshire wrestlers will host M IT at 3 tom orrow afternoon at Lundholm Gymnasium.

DUE TO TH E RAPIDLY RISING COST
OF OPERATION, WE ARE FORCED TO
D ISC O N TIN U E OUR S TU D EN T FARE
EFFECTIVE DEC. 14, 1970. AFTER
THAT DATE, REGULAR AD U LT FARE
WILL APPLY.
C. & J. AIRPORT LIMOUSINE
163 CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER, N.H.
742-0173

photo by Wallner

OLDE MADBURY LANE
Luxury Apartments with a Colonial New England atmosphere.
Comfortable and sunny, two bedrooms, all electric. Three
min. to Dover; 4V6 min. to Durham. Faculty and married grad
students preferred. Available Jan. 1. 742-2221 8-4 p.m.

LAMBERT
&

GREENLEAF

PORSCHE I AUDI

[MANCHESTER PORSCHE-AUDI. INC.

QUAtITY LEADERSHIP

JO N A T H A N W . BRANCH
Sates Representative

1555 Elm St.,
Residence Telephone

Manchester, New Hampshire
603-669-8101
603-431-7432
Newcastle, New Hampshire

REPRINTS OF ALL HOME UNH
FOOTBALL GAMES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE. ORDER FROM CON
TACT SHEETS. SEE N. WALLNER
IN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE OFFICE
FROM 12:00 to 2:00 EVERY AFTER
NOON.

V O T E T H E T E A M W IT H
E X P E R IE N C E
C H A R L IE L E O C H A

YOUR QUESTIONS ON

&

ABORTION

B IL L M U L V E Y

CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS MORE
P R E -C H R IS T M A S
COMMUNAL
PENANCE
S E R V IC E
—
AN
OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE THE
F O R G IV E N E S S
OF
GOD
THRO UG H
OUR
COMMON
BOND
OF LOVE & FORGIVE
NESS TOWARDS EACH OTHER.
ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE
WELCOME.

CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS MORE
WEDS. DEC. 9th. 7:00 P M.

LET’S MOVE FROM POWER POLITICS TOWARDS A
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY. VOTE FOR A BETTER
EDUCATION AND A BETTER UNIVERSITY.
VOTE;

CHARLIE LEOCHA
&
BILL MULVEY

1. How quickly can arrangements be
started?
2. How promptly can surgery be
scheduled?
3. What are the qualifications of
the surgeons?
4. Where will the abortion be per
formed?
5. Will it be painful?
6. What abortion procedures are
com m only used at d iffe re n t
stages of pregnancy?
7. How much v ^ l it cost?
8. Are there residency requirements?
9. What is New York’s legal age for
abortion?
10. When would I need parental con
sent?
11. Is a professional abortion service
taboo or does it perform legiti
mate services?
12. How much does a referral cost?

THE TEAM WITH EXPERIENCE

CAN ONLY BE FULLY
ANSWERED BY

PROFESSIONALS
First three answers: 1. Immedi
ately 2. Within 24 hours 3. Quali
fied gynecologists or specially
trained surgeons. For more an
swers, speak to a nurse, social
worker or psychologist at Pro
fessional Scheduling Service.

( 212) 490-3600
24 HOURS/365 DAYS
PROFESSIONAL
SCHEOULING SERVICE,lnc.
545 Fifth Avenue, New York City 10017

Ric Schumacher
Mary Alice Hamlin
Dave Lewis
Jinny Cummiskey
Bill Worthen

Louie Frigon
Bill McLaughlin
Nancy Jean Chamberlin
Tom Kemp
Eleta Ames

Ehrick Howlanij
Dale Hansen
Peter McKone
Joan Sauter
Sue Marvel

Patty Gabriel
Rus Robertson
Sam Stacey
Jack Cronin
Kathy Dillon
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Cats stomp Army, lose to BU

H ockey squad splits w eekend encounters
by Bob Constantine
Ass’t Sports Editor

The UNH hockey team split
a pair of games over the weekend
at Snively Arena, on each oc
casion playing before over 4,000
boisterous fans. On Friday even
ing, John Gray’s five-goal per
formance triggered a seven-goal
third period explosion which
swamped Army, 11-5. On Sat
urday night, the Wildcats had
their four-game win streak
snapped by tough Boston Univer
sity by a score of 6-1.
New Hampshire again started
very slowly in the game against
the Cadets. Fred Kenady scored
first for West Point on a pass
from behind the net before Bob
Davis tied it up for the Wildcats
on a “ weird” goal. This came
about when Davis fired a long shot
in from center ice which glanced
off Cadet goalie Dan Scioletti’s
pads and rolled into the net.
The Cadets recovered from this
embarrassment as Chuck En-

wright and Pete Galgay scored to
put Army up, 3-1, after one
period of play.
In second period, the Wildcats
came back to assume a 4-3 lead.
Gray scored .x pair of goals off
passes from hard-working Mike
McShane. Lou Frigon pushed
UNH into the lead on a powerplay goal but Matt Eaton scored
for the Cadets to knot the-count
again before the end of the second
period.
UNH came out flying in tht third
period, and it looked like a dif
ferent hockey game. Gray scored
twice, while Frigon and Bill
Beaney netted one apiece to push
the Wildcats to an 8-4 lead before
Ken Vogel scored unassisted for
the Cadets. Gray then scored his
fifth goal of the game off passes
from Frigon and Terry Blewitt,
the latter playing well in his
first appearance of the season
after coming off a wrist injury.
Bill Pelletreau scored his first
goal of the season, and UNH’s

tenth of the game as he backhanded a rebound off Dave Hinman’s shot by Scioletti. Guy
Smith closed out scoring for the
game as he stickhandled through
and around the Army defense and
flipped a shot by Scioletti from
in close.
Scioletti was under heavy pres
sure all night as he was forced
to kick out 54 shots. Bob Smith
had to make only 21 saves for
the Wildcats.
Next evening, the Wildcats ran
into the Boston University Ter
riers, who played a tough
checking, swift-skating team, to
earn a 6-1 victory over UNH.
Wildcat goalie Bob Smith was
victimized by four power-plays
victimized by four power-play
goals by the opportunistic Ter
riers. The Wildcats had numer
ous opportunities of their own,
but they were hard-pressed by
aggressive BU forechecking. In
addition, the Wildcats were not
getting their shots on net, and as
a result. Terrier goalie Tim
Regan needed to stop only 20
shots. Smith had little chance
on any of the BU scores, yet made
several great saves out of 31.
The game itself was rather dull
and lethargic as a whole as
neither team was able to dom
inate th action for any extended
period of time. The two teams
checked each other so closely
that penalties were to become the
all-important issue in the final
outcome.
The Terriers scored twice in
the very slow first period, both as
a result of having a one-man

advantage. John Danby sailed a
wrist shot over Smith’s shoulder
as the Wildcat goaltender was
crouching low, looking for a pos
sible deflection along the ice
amid the maze of skates and
sticks in front of him. Later in
the period. Bob Gryp, who was
alone at the corner of the net,
took a pass from Steve Stirling,
and flipped a shot by Smith, who
was down and out. The Wildcats
had earlier failed to benefit from
a two-man advantage. In addi
tion, a shot by Mike McShane ap
peared to beat Regan, but the puck
rolled along the goal line without
going in, and was finally swept
away by the defense.
The Terriers upped the count
to 4-0 on a power-play goal by
Gryp at 8:10, and a fine effort
by Toot Gaboon, with a Wildcat
defensemp.n all over him, came
49 seconds later. New Hamp
shire finally got on the board
late in the period when Guy Smith
took John Gray’s pass from be
hind the net and rifled a shot by
Regan. The second period closed
out with BU on top, 4-1.
The Wildcats had a man-ad
vantage situation as the third
period opened, but failed to
capitalize on it. A defensive
mistake resulted in the Ter
riers’ fifth goal as Stirling fired
a shot from in close off passes
from Gaboon and Steve Dolloff.
BU’s Paul Giandomenico closed
out scoring in the game with an
other power-play goal with less
than two minutes left in the final

Gymnasts top
Coast
Guard
The New Hampshire gymnasts

The Wildcat swimmers, in their second meet of the 197071 season, were edged by Central Connecticut by one-half
of a second in the final event of the meet to give the Con
necticut team a 63-50 win over New Hampshire.
Trailing
56-50, the Cats held visions of an upset going into the 400yard freestyle relay, a seven point event, but were unable to
slip ahead of their Connecticut rivals.
New Hampshire will host the University of Connecticut
tomorrow afternoon in the Field House at 3.

defeated the Coast Guard Acade
my Saturday afternoon 116-108 in
New London, Conn. Jim Gornall
led the Wildcats with first place
finishes in the floor exercise and
the longhorse.
Results: floor exercise, Jim
Gornall (UNH); side horse. Bill
Malnrode (CG); still rings. Bob
Hathaway (CG); long horse, Jim
Gornall (UNH); parallel bars,
Tom Ahearn(CG); horizontal bar.
Bill Dwyer (CG).
The Wildcats will compete at
MIT tomorrow evening at 7 p.m.
Any student interested in
helping the varsity and/or
freshman basketball teams as
manager or statistician for
home and away games, should
contact Gerry Friel or Joe
Rahal at the Field House.

John Gray nets one of his five goals against Army through the legs of the West Point goalie.
Mike McShane, number nine, assisted on the score.

photo by Wallner

period.
In the afternoon game, the UNH
freshman team dropped their
second straight game by a 5-3
score to the BU frosh. Rick
Olmstead, Scott MacPhail, and
John King scored to push the Kit
tens to a 3-2 lead before the
Terrier Pups came back with
three third period goals to ice the
contest.
New Hampshire’s varsity and
freshman teams have very im
portant games coming up with
Boston College. The frosh will
face the BC freshmen at4:30this
afternoon while the varsity teams
will encounter at 7:00 this evening.____________________

GREEN ACRE STABLE
Complete Fbcility
Hortet Boarded, Schooled, and Shown
AAilei of wooded trails.
AAr. and AArs. Charles White, Owners
Dover, N.H.
Gerald Nelson, Troiner
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The following changes that I propose are intended to increase communication, student
input and inevitably student power in determining THEIR own life styles and
education: 1) modification of student government by initiating an executive and com
muter council 2) student representation on the Board of Trustees to demonstrate the
WHAT and WHY of change 3) improving UNH-state relations by tour groups for
legislators, a lobbyist group and a student government publica tion 4) support of dorm
autonomy and parietal extension without incorporating RHAC into student government.

I

I acknowledge the fact that the University Senate is THE legislative body, not the
Board of Trustees. If a proposal is brought up and passed before Forum, Caucus and
Senate, I will uphold and carry out the proposal as passed before the Senate. I refuse
to have the students interests and welfare stifled and/or compromised before the Trus
tees or administration.

I

Four out of five of the presidential candidates who ran and lost now support and en
dorse my candidacy:
i Beebe
,
Carolvn
Douglas Nystedt
Phil Grandmaison
Gary Peters
and running mates
Mike Bamdollar
Ken Brighton

The following student Senators support and endorse my candidacy:
1) Tom Thayer: Student Gov. Co-ordinator
2) Jim Anderson: Student Welfare Chm.
3) Jim Bellas: Pres. Stoke Hall
4) Becky Hurley
5)
Df!b Schurman

6) Matt Tassey
7) Cathy Wheeler
8) Carolyn Beebe
9) Gary Peters
10) Carol Chapman

11) Dan Moynihan
12) Steve Johnson
13) Jonathon Heussi
Also: Dana Place
Dudley Killam
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These people believeJn my ideas and my stand in Student Government. Vote Lambert.

6- Greenleaf Dec. 8 & 9.
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